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Chatham Debt Settlement
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Debt can be caused by various factors: from personal issues to poor financial advice. When this happens to a person’s life, debt can be very stressful to handle. Almost everyone is at risk of debt, no matter what financial status they may have.

Get your unsecured credit and finances in order with the help of Optimal Debt Solutions! Our certified and experienced debt specialists understand how debt can overpower one’s life if they are not managed correctly. We will reach out to all your creditors to negotiate a new payment term which you can handle with your current financial status. We do not advise you to make a new loan just to pay these debts. We will negotiate and utilize debt settlement to reduce your debts faster and more efficiently.

When you reach out to our Chatham debt settlement experts, you can avail of our free evaluation, where we will check your current finances and liabilities. We can help you stop credit collection agencies from harassing you constantly as you try your best to work with us to get your finances in order.

Call Optimal Debt Solutions today at (313) 488-3144 for your Free Evaluation!

Effective Chatham Debt Relief Program
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Unlike other debt relief programs out there, here at Optimal Debt Solutions, we only take four simple steps to help you become debt-free.

First, we offer a free evaluation, which is done by a certified debt specialist. The specialist will look into your situation and estimate what can be done to improve your financial standing.

Next, we will devise a unique debt reduction program that will work with your finances and see which option works well. We will explain the program to you so you can keep up with the plan and manage it effectively. You will even be given access to an online portal where you can check the program any time and reach out to your assigned specialist.

When we figure out which solution works well for you, we will start reaching out to your creditors to inform them about your plans and reach a new payment term for you. We will use all our specialties to get the best solution for you, which the creditors can agree on. We will also time our negotiations to get the best results.

As you follow the program, you will be able to learn more about your finances and control it accordingly. With our system and the support of our Chatham, MI debt settlement specialists, you will see a difference.
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Settle For Less Than You Owe

No matter what debt relief program you get, it will ensure that you can get your debts managed in the best way possible. Debt settlement, in particular, helps people reduce their total balance while also reducing their monthly payments. This is achieved with debt negotiation with creditors, and if you reach out to us, it can be lowered by up to 50%.
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Our dedicated team is always ready to assist and ensure that the program we recommend perfectly works with your status. This ensures you can focus on what matters and be out of debt faster than ever.

Benefits of Debt Settlement
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When you choose to do debt settlement, it offers a lot of opportunities for you to control your finances. You now have more chances to reduce your debt and to get out of it faster than other debt relief solutions. You can also prevent additional wage deductions and improve your credit rating. Foreclosures and repossessions will also be prevented with debt settlement.

Debt settlement is just one of many ways you can prevent declaring yourself bankrupt. Instead of reaching out to a bankruptcy attorney, contact our team because not only is our service less expensive, but we can also help with getting your finances back to order.
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Chatham Debt Settlement Company
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Debt can get out of hand if you do not know how to manage your finances properly. With Optimal Debt Solutions, our team of Chatham debt settlement specialists can look into your situation and device a program that can help you with your debts and finances.

Our experts are here to assist you with your financial woes and give you solutions that work.

Call Optimal Debt Solutions today at (313) 488-3144 for your Free Evaluation!






Client Review

Nicole was not only helpful but caring!
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Client Review

Gave me so mich relief

The costumer service was was really amazing and helpful.Gave me so mich relief.Thanks to christy.
... read more
- Hector Gonzalez
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*Our clients who make all their monthly program payments pay approximately 70% of their enrolled debts over 24 to 48 months. Not all of our clients are able to complete their program for various reasons, including their ability to set aside sufficient funds. Our estimates are based on prior results, which will vary depending on your specific circumstances. We do not guarantee that your debts will be resolved for a specific amount or percentage or within a specific period of time. We do not assume your debts, make monthly payments to creditors or provide tax, bankruptcy, accounting or legal advice or credit repair services. Our service is not available in all states and fees may vary from state to state. Please contact a tax professional to discuss potential tax consequences of less than full balance debt resolution. Read and understand all program materials prior to enrollment. The use of debt settlement services will likely adversely affect your creditworthiness, may result in you being subject to collections or being sued by creditors or collectors and may increase the outstanding balances of your enrolled accounts due to the accrual of fees and interest. However, negotiated settlements we obtain on your behalf resolve the entire account, including all accrued fees and interest.
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